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Deadpool goes Hollywood! See the M w/the M on the set of his
own MOVIE! And he brings his pal Spidey along, as he has
lots of experience selling out! Also, in the truest of
Deadpool traditions, we present a 'lost' issue of the
Amazing Spider-Man! Flashback to the swinging '60s for one
of Deadpool & Spidey's earliest meetings! Plus, who is ItsyBitsy? Trouble, definitely trouble! Collecting SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL #6-7 and 9-12.
It's the latest and greatest volume in the increasingly
flexibly named Deadpool Classic series! The ever-sociable
Wade Wilson is back - rubbing shoulders with his bro Cable,
laughing it up with his other bro Wolverine, and forging an
all-new bromance during Fear Itself with...the Walrus? The
Identity Wars take Deadpool, Spider-Man and the Hulk on a
long strange cross-dimensional trip, but what twisted
reflections of themselves will they see? And in the wake of
Steve Rogers' return, will Wade Wilson become the new
Captain America? (Spoiler: no.) Learn all there is to know
about Deadpool and friends, right here! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN
AMERICA: WHO WON'T WIELD THE SHIELD 1, CABLE (2008) 25,
DEADPOOL & CABLE 26, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL 38, DEADPOOL
ANNUAL (2011) 1, INCREDIBLE HULKS ANNUAL 1,
WOLVERINE/DEADPOOL: THE DECOY 1, FEAR ITSELF: DEADPOOL 1-3,
DEADPOOL CORPS: RANK AND FOUL 1
The 'merc with a mouth' returns and finds himself up to his
neck in trouble as he battles Saquatch the Taskmaster and
his academy of ninjas while having to find a cure for the
fatal disease that's ravaging his body! Little does he know
that the key to this cure just so happens to be everyone's
favourite jade giant - the Hulk. Guest-starring Siryn from
the X-Men comics.
The Merc with a Mouth is back, even deadlier and more
deranged than before! The planet has been invaded by
Skrulls, everything's gone topsy-turvy... but, in Deadpool's
world, that just means it's Monday! Crazy times call for
crazy men, but c'mon, this guy's insane! Like it or not,
Deadpool may be the only person on the planet who can save
us... but who's to say he wants to? An explosive debut story
by writer Daniel Way (Wolverine: Origins, Ghost Rider,
Bullseye: Greatest Hits) and fan-favorite artist Paco Medina
(New Warriors, New X-Men)! Deadpool: His madness is his
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method! You won't want to miss it! Collects Deadpool (2008)
#1-5.
Two great tastes that taste great together! As Spidey and
Deadpool fast-talk their way into an ongoing buddy book at
last, grab the full story of their unlikely bromance.
Through the magic of comics, Wade Wilson steps into the
swinging shoes of a young Peter Parker! Then, the friendly
neighborhood wall-crawler and the anti-social there-goes-theneighborhood merc trade blows and "yo mama" quips. If
friendship blossoms during encounters with Hit-Monkey and
the Hypno-Hustler, will that jerk Otto Octavius ruin
everything by being all Superior? COLLECTING: DEADPOOL
(1997) 11, CABLE & DEADPOOL 24, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963)
611, DEADPOOL (2008) 19-21, AVENGING SPIDER-MAN 12-13,
DEADPOOL (2012) 10, DEADPOOL ANNUAL 2.
When dead U.S. presidents start rising from the grave to
terrorize the country, the world's high-profile superheroes
can't afford to risk their public image by defeating them,
so they ask Deadpool--who already has a sullied
reputation--to do the deed.
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as
Cable & Deadpool #1-18"--Indicia.
Arcade's MURDERWORLD expansion operation continues, and
Spider-Man's the first guest at his second, deadlier theme
park! It's up to Deadpool to save Spidey from Arcade's
clutches, but the question remains... will he want to? But
when Spider-Man learns that Deadpool is selling S.H.I.E.L.D.
tech on the black market it's the last straw! Bromance?
OVER. It's time to hunt Deadpool! The two biggest characters
in comics are facing off and it's going to take them all
over the Marvel Universe, no holds barred! Collecting SpiderMan/Deadpool #22-26.
Deadpool Classic Deadpool Vol. 2
Despicable Deadpool Vol. 1
Deadpool By Joe Kelly
Deadpool Vs. Thanos
Deadpool Classic Companion
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 2
Deadpool Classic Vol. 15
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 0
Living Legends
Dead Presidents (Marvel Now)
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Deadpool
Deadpool (2012) #20-25
Remember when Deadpool saved the Earth from those pesky Skrulls? Well, the guy
who stole the intel Deadpool worked so hard to acquire - and positioned himself as
Earth's Number One War Hero - wants to make sure you don't. The last thing this
guy needs is a certain "Merc with a Mouth" letting everyone know the truth of how
he saved the day, and he's hired a certain maniacal man-eater to make sure
Deadpool never does. Here comes Tiger-Shark! Plus, see what happens when
Deadpool meets the assasin who can't miss - the deadly Bullseye. Collects
Deadpool (2008) #6-7, 10-12.
The "INFINITE HOUSE OF CIVIL yet SECRET CRISIS WAR INVASIONS" begins
here! The BIGGEST arc of SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL will shake the foundations of
the Marvel Universe! Nothing will ever be the same after this! NOTHING! SpiderMan and Deadpool just BARELY make it back from the Negative Zone in the
middle of an Event that the Marvel U's heroes have already lost. COLLECTING:
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL 46-50
It's the confrontation that every single Marvel comic has been building to: the
Merc With a Mouth versus the Jerk With That Jaw! Deadpool goes to Infinity and
beyond when he throws down the gauntlet against Thanos of Titan! These
calamitous combatants are two sides of an unholy love triangle, with Death their
fickle mistress. But when everything in the universe stops dying, could the
bombshell with the killer cheekbones have her bony hands full with someone
else?!? Who ever heard of a love square? How would that even work? The Mad
Titan and the Crazy Cretin may just have to team up to find out what gives as they
head "From Her to Eternity!" Guest-starring Marvel's most popular and beloved
character, the Black Talon - plus some nobodies called the Guardians of the
Galaxy.
Follows the adventures of Wade Wilson, known as Deadpool, the superhero--or is
he a villain?--who is available, for the right fee, for the most risky and violent jobs.
Collects Cable & Deadpool #36-50 And Deadpool/GLI: Summer Fun Spectacular.
Wade Wilson and Nathan Summers—Marvel’s mightiest mutant mercs—are back,
and this time they’re stuck with each other! Can two grown men armed to the
teeth with deadly genetic weaponry live together without driving each other
crazy?! Action, adventure, black humor, black-ops, face-changing viruses,
gratuitous France-bashing and lots of gunfire mark the unexpected,
unconventional and inexplicable pairing of two of Marvel’s fan-favorite antiheroes! Now, relive the capeless crusaders’ entire run, collected across three
titanic trade paperbacks! In this volume, Deadpool takes on the Taskmaster,
reunites with the X-Men, and teams up with Wolverine, Captain America, Doctor
Strange, Brother Voodoo, Ka-Zar, the Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, the
Avengers…and the Great Lakes Initiative?!
Deadpool's newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who
has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects... on Staten Island! But you
know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss! The Merc
with a Mouth finds himself neck deep in political intrigue, monster law, and a
monster hunter out for blood! It's like The Crown but with even more swords and
monsters! Can Deadpool's smooth charisma and deft diplomacy allow him to keep
his head, or will he be royally screwed? Collecting Deadpool (2019) 1-5 (subject to
change).
Collects Deadpool (2012) #1-14, #20 And #26. Comedy writing partners Brian
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Posehn and Gerry Duggan bring the funny, Deadpool-style, in one of the most
celebrated eras of the Merc with a Mouth! Wade Wilson must take down an army
of dead presidents — and things only get wilder from there! Deadpool is hired by a
demon to reclaim damned souls; gets in touch with his feminine side; targets a
man with aquatic powers; and teams up with the Superior Spider-Man! Plus: The
debut of the flashback “inventory issue” tales Posehn and Duggan made famous,
featuring Deadpool’s adventures in yesteryear! Deadpool drowns his sorrows with
Iron Man, gets funky with Power Man and Iron Fist, wreaks Kirby-fied havoc on a
cosmic level and fights Hitler alongside Cable and Nick Fury! Deadpool has never
been more hilarious!
Itsy Bitsy
Deadpool & Cable Ultimate Collection Book 3
Deadpool - Volume 1
Dark Reign
Deadpool Vol. 7
Don't Call It A Team-Up
Deadpool Classic Vol. 1
Deadpool vs S.H.I.E.L.D.
Bosom Buddies
Deadpool Kills Cable
Deadpool & The Mercs For Money Vol. 2
All the Rest
He's the Merc with a Mouth, Deadpool, and with sidekick Weasel in tow, he sets out on a
quest for romance, money, and mayhem - not necessarily in that order - only to learn
he's being hunted by an enemy he killed years before! As if that isn't enough, the
Juggernaut crashes into the action, and it's the unstoppable vs. the un-shut-up-able!
But all may not be lost if the sultry Siryn can inject a little sanity into the proceedings!
Will Deadpool be steered toward a better life by his new heartthrob, or stay the chaotic
course he's set for himself? The answer is Yes! Guest-starring the New Mutants,
Banshee, Sasquatch, and more! Collects Deadpool (1993) #1-4, Deadpool (1994) #1-4,
Deadpool (1997) #1.
Our greed for knowledge recreated his telepathy. Our quest to confine him recreated his
telekinesis. He has forged a paradise haven that threatens to destabilize countless
governments and religions. One man wants to find out what Cable's intentions are
before it's too late. Guest-starring Captain America! Plus: Cable sees the signs - omens
and portents - characters gathering, moving across the board like chess pieces... can
Apocalypse be resurrected? Can Cable and Deadpool stop it in time? And most
surprising of all...what if one of them doesn't want it to be stopped? And finally, Domino
is hired to stop Deadpool's activities in the Central European country of Rumekistan,
only to learn he plans to assassinate the country's imposed ruler, the international
terrorist named Flag-Smasher. Should she stop him? Will her decision be influenced
when she finds out DP was given his mission by...Cable?! Collects Cable/Deadpool
#25-29.
Add a little bit of Spidey and a touch of Deadpool, take away the Y chromosomes, blend
it all together, and what do you get? Peter Parker and Wade Wilson's worst nightmare:
the murderous, mixed-up miss named Itsy Bitsy! The daughter of our two heroes is
stronger than them, faster than them and has seriously creepy daddy issues - but what
crazed mind could have conceived of her in the first place? As the body count rises,
Spider-Man and Deadpool must work together to take down Itsy Bitsy - and the person
who's been pulling their strings from the start! But how is a trip to Weirdworld going to
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help wash that spider out? It's the most disturbing Spidey/Deadpool story yet, from the
wild imaginations of Joe Kelly and Ed McGuinness! Collecting SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL #9-10, #13-14 and #17-18.
Because the fans commanded it! The Webbed Wonder and the Merc with a Mouth are
teaming up to become the definitive Dynamic Duo! Brace yourselves for action and
adventure, lots of webs and wall-crawling, guns, bullets, knives and more guns, plus
just a smattering of romance.
Collects Deadpool (2012) #35-40.
The secrets of Deadpool revealed! In some of his funniest adventures of all time, the
truth behind Deadpool's origins in the Weapon X program is explored, as well as his
unique relationship with Death herself! Ajax returns for revenge on Dr. Killebrew as
Deadpool faces the ghosts of his past...literally! And is Deadpool the Cosmic Messiah,
destined to save all? Featuring Captain America, Batroc the Leaper, Blind Al and Arnim
Zola! Collecting: Deadpool (1997) #18-25 & #0, Deadpool & Death Annual 1998
Collects Deadpool #7-12. First: flash back to Deadpool's adventures in yesteryear with
Iron Man! Then, Deadpool is hired by a demon to reclaim damned souls! And just in
case you didn't think he could get any stranger, Wade gets in touch with his feminine
side! Plus: Deadpool targets a man with aquatic powers! Then he teams-up with your
Superior Neighborhood Spider-Man! And we promise you that he kills one of those two!
Gerry Duggan and Brian Posehn's hilarious, nonstop reinvention of the Merc With a
Mouth continues here!
Monsters, magic, merriment, movie-making and more! When Deadpool goes Hollywood,
he's sure to bring his wall-crawling bud along for the ride! In the proud DP tradition, a
lost issue of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN flashes us back to one of our pun-happy pairs
earliest meetings! Then, Spidey and Deadpool meet Pen and Teller, for reals, in a tale
penned by Penn himself! When both our heroes are alone for the holidays, that means
they re the only ones who can save Christmas! And when another of those crazy events
rocks the Marvel Universe, the web-slinger uses all his powers (and responsibilities) to
fight the Monsters Unleashed while Deadpool is about as helpful as he usually is. It's
the team-up series where anything can happen and does! Collects Spider-Man/Deadpool
#67-, #11-12 and #1.MU
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 9
Deadpool & Cable Ultimate Collection Cable & Deadpool Vol. 1
Ivx
Secret Invasion
Spider-man/deadpool Vol. 5: Spider Man Versus Deadpool
Split Second
Isn't It Bromantic
King Deadpool Vol. 2
Side Pieces
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 4
Arms Race

Feisty fun for the whole family with two of Marvel's most popular superstars! Everybody
loves Deadpool, right? Somebody ought to tell the Avengers! Can the Merc with a
Mouth fast-talk his way out of a confrontation with Earth's Mightiest Heroes? At least
Spider-Man can see Wade Wilson's appeal - until a day in the life of Deadpool shows
him a little something about power and irresponsibility. Wolverine's keen to teach
Spidey a lesson too, when he finds out the webhead is following him -and he is one
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tutor who makes sure you get the point! And what was Wolvie up to just before he first
tangled with the Hulk? COLLECTING: MARVEL ADVENTURES SUPER HEROES
(2010) 4, MARVEL UNIVERSE ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN: WEB WARRIORS 8, FREE
COMIC BOOK DAY 2009: WOLVERINE, MARVEL ADVENTURES SPIDER-MAN
(2010) 3
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as New Mutants #98,
Deadpool: the circle chase #1-4, Deadpool (1994) #1-4, Deadpool (1997) #1"--Indicia.
Collects Deadpool (1997) #1-11, -1; Daredevil/Deadpool Annual '97; Amazing SpiderMan (1963) #47. Joe Kelly’s hilarious, character-defining run on Deadpool begins here!
Wade Wilson is a mercenary with a mouth, willing to work for whoever pays the bills.
But the mysterious Landau, Luckman & Lake Corporation believes he can be a hero —
though Blind Al, Deadpool’s elderly roommate-slash-prisoner, might not agree. Wade
takes on the Taskmaster — but when his healing factor fails, the only thing that will
juice it up is the Hulk’s blood! As Wade’s old rival T-Ray nurses a dangerous grudge,
Deadpool falls in with Typhoid Mary — bringing him into conflict with Daredevil! And
can Deadpool and Blind Al escape the past when they’re hurled backwards into the
pages of a Silver Age Spider-Man story?!
Collects Deadpool (2008) #19-22 & Hit-Monkey. Not many people - hero, villain,
mercenary or otherwise - are going to upstage the Amazing Spider-Man in a team-up.
But Deadpool will have to if he'll survive the most dangerous threat he's ever faced - HitMonkey! Plus: The origin of Hit-Monkey revealed!
He's annoying. He's dangerous. He smells terrible. But the public loves him! That's right
- 25 years after the character was introduced, the Merc with a Mouth is now an Avenger
and the most popular hero in the world. Eat that, Spidey! But with great popularity
comes overbearing responsibility, so Wade has called in a little help being him. You
won't believe - or recognize - who he signed up! (Unless you've memorized the entire
Official Handbook.) But when an imposter sets out to ruin Deadpool, our hero has the
perfect bait to lure the baddie out: his innocent daughter, Ellie?! Plus: Jump decades
into the future for an even-newer, even-different-er Deadpool 2099! And, in an entirely
Spanish-language tale, meet Masacre - the Deadpool of Mexico! COLLECTING:
DEADPOOL (2015) 1-7, 3.1: TRES PUNTO UNO
Collects two of the most popular Deadpool mysteries: The Circle Chase and Sins of the
Past. When his benefactor is killed, the merc with a mouth joins the hunt for his will and
the invaluable secret it is rumoured to contain. The only problem is, Deadpool's rivals
think he already has the document and they're prepared to kill him to get their fair
share! Plus: the mad mutant called Black Tom Cassidy sends the walking wrecking ball
known as the Juggernaut after the merc with a mouth because he needs a part of
Deadpool's body! UK exclusive.
Wade Wilson and Nathan Summers - Marvel's mightiest mutant mercs - are back, and
this time they're stuck with each other! Can two grown men armed to the teeth with
deadly genetic weaponery live together without driving each other crazy?! Action,
adventure, black humor, black-ops, face-changing viruses, and lots of gunfire mark the
return of two of Marvel's fan-favorite anti-heroes! Collects Cable/Deadpool (2004) #1-6.
The Webbed Wonder and the Merc with a Mouth are teaming up for their first series
EVER! It's action, adventure and just a smattering of (b)romance in this episodic epic
featuring the WORLD'S GREATEST SUPER HERO and the star of the WORLD'S
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GREATEST COMICS MAGAZINE. Talk about a REAL dynamic duo! COLLECTING:
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #1-6.
Deadpool Vol. 9: Institutionalized
If Looks Could Kill
The Complete Collection Vol. 1
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 5
Axis
Deadpool Vol. 1
Deadpool & Cable
Monkey Business
SpiderMan/Deadpool Vol. 3
Space Oddity
Eventpool
Marvel Universe Deadpool & Wolverine
Collects Cable/Deadpool #19-24. Deadpool FINALLY gets hired for a job!
There's a missing hard drive, and whoever gets it could very well own
the world! Naturally, our Merc With a Mouth is going to find it first,
right? Well...only if he can outwit that superspy known as the CAT,
and slide by the undulating charms of three gorgeous and deadly snake
chicks.
It's a love story, Deadpool - just say yes! Elsa Bloodstone the
monster hunter is dying, and the only one who can save her
is...WadeWilson! What has gone wrong with Elsa's mystical, magical
Bloodstone gem - and what can Deadpool possibly do about it?
Theanswers will shock you! The implications will astound you! The
jokes will...well, we won't make any promises about the jokes.
COLLECTING: DEADPOOL (2019) 7-10, TBD
Call them a duo with a special kind of dynamics...call them the odd
couple but with guns...call them 90s comics distilled down into two
characters-DEADPOOL AND CABLE ARE BACK, BABY! That's right-The Merc
with the Mouth and the Soldier with the Scowl are together again in
this all-new series! When Cable gets a vision of a terrible future set
off by the death of one man, he knows he must protect him no matter
what! I'll get you three guesses who's been hired to kill that guy. Go
on, guess. COLLECTING: DEADPOOL & CABLE: SPLIT SECOND (2015) #1-3.
Collects Deadpool #40-44. After the fallout - nuclear and otherwise of the Merc with a Mouth's antics in Arizona, the government is faced
with an impossible question: what to do with Deadpool? The answer:
stick him in an institution! When you think about it, it might be the
only solution - after all, he really does need some professional help
... as well as protection from the enemy: himself.
DEADPOOL KILLS CABLE! You heard that right. No more being a heroDeadpool is a wanted man, and he's back to doing what he does best:
killing people. What better way to show you're serious about going bad
than killing your best friend? Get ready for a brutal fight.
COLLECTING: DESPICABLE DEADPOOL 287-291
Cant get enough of the Merc with a Mouth? Well, have we got the book
for you, collecting Deadpools incredibly hard-to-find early
appearances, titanic team-ups, anthology antics, and gratuitous guestPage 7/8
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shots by the sassin assassin! From hanging with Marvel superstars
Nomad and Silver Sable, to giving a much-needed sales boost to losers
like Wolverine and the Avengers, the erstwhile Secret Defender, and
Hero For Hire, (sweet Christmas!), sure gets around. Complete your
Deadpool collection right here! Collecting Nomad (1992) #4, Secret
Defenders #15-17, Wolverine (1988) #88 and #154-155, X-Force (1991)
#47 and #56, Heroes for Hire (1997) #10-11; Plus material From
Avengers (1963) #366, Silver Sable & the Wild Pack #23 and #30,
Wolverine Annual 95 and 99, Contest Of Champions #2, Marvel Comics
Presents (2007) #10, and Breaking Into Comics the Marvel Way #2.
CollectsÿDeadpool & the Mercs for Money (2016B) #6-8, Deadpool Annual
(2016) 1. The Mercs for Money are under new management, and now Domino
is calling the shots! But that doesn't mean that Deadpool can't still
have input - like, for instance, on the squad's uniforms! Yes! The
Rainbow Deadpool Squad is back - new and improved! It's a kaleidoscope
of colorful chaos! But imagine if Deadpool had formed a team in the
1980s, on Saturday morning TV. Prepare to discover the secret,
unearthed, never-before-viewed pilot of...Deadpool and his
Insufferable Pals! Featuring...wait, Iceman and Firestar? Something
isn't right...
Deadpool: World's Greatest
Soul Hunter
Spider-man / Deadpool Vol. 2: Side Pieces
Spider-Man/Deadpool
Deadpool By Posehn & Duggan Vol. 1
Deadpool Vol. 4
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 1
We Don't Need Another Hero
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